Planning has started for two three-lane vehicle tunnels under Auckland's Waitemata
Harbour, likely to cost in excess of four billion dollars. Here’s why an electric rail crossing
from the CBD to the North Shore is a much better option instead.

A rail crossing will have the capacity to carry more people
at peak times. In contrast, the proposed vehicle tunnels
are likely to flood Auckland’s CBD with single occupant
cars and create yet more bottlenecks on the surrounding
motorway network.

A rail crossing powered by renewable electricity will
generate significantly less carbon emissions compared to
a vehicular crossing, and will not require tall ventilation
stacks for exhaust fumes at Northcote and Westhaven.
Our reliance on imported petrol and diesel will also
reduce.

A rail crossing has the potential to be more cost-effective.
Smaller diameter tunnels for rail are estimated to cost
$1.2 - $1.5bn, compared to $3.7bn - $4.7bn for two three
lane vehicle tunnels. The difference is huge and could
fund a rapid transit network covering the North Shore.

FIND OUT MORE AND SUPPORT AT WWW.NORTHSHORERAIL.NZ
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